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Work-Study FutureMuddy
LaIl Friday, ASCWork-5tudy
stu dents were told that the
maximum amount of time they
..m be allowed to work per week
..m be cut from fifteen hours to
(lYehours, effective for the rest of
tb<year.
The "layoff', caused by a
shortage of funds, effects,
,""ording to Ray Tripp,Director
of Student Financial Aid, about
JlOstudenis.
PresidentAshmore blamed the
storage on a number of factors;
not the least of which is the
increased student enrollment
With the enrollment figures up
more students are taking
advan tage of the program,
accordingto Ashmore.
With an eye on the present
economic situation of many ASC
students, Aslunore defended the
cut:"Based on our past activity
and original appropriations bill
last year, we anticipated receiving
$66,000 from the federal
government for our program. We
were to match that amount with
$16,500 oflocally raised funds to
underwrite the program.
However, with the cut in our'
allocation, we received only
$54,429 in federal funds and will
have to· cut our program to cover
the deficit."
Ray Tripp noted that with the
raising of the minimum wage
from $1.60 to $2.00 per hour,
more pressure has been placed on
. the budget of the work-study
program. Not only are work
-study students now receiving
$2.00 per hour but off campus
husinesses must also foot the bill
of the higher wage in their own
hudgets. This causes tighter hiring
practices.
If more funds were made
available to the college for the
program, stated Ashmore, then
the corresponding increases in
work hours will he permitted. He
acknowledged the economic
situation facing the students is
gloomy,not only because of the
cut in hours but also because of
the present state of the economy
and the likelihood of further cuts
in federal funding. The possiblity
"f fu ture cuts is very real,
especially in the area of student
financial aid.
lower income groups, also most
exclusively. This has had a very
negative effect on middleclassand
lower middle class students. They
make too much to Qualify for
assistance but are hard pressed to
meet the fmancial demand placed
on them by college.!t's havingthe
effect of squeezing them out of
college altogether. And, in the
sense that It is this group that
records a large portion of the
successes, I feel the policy is
irresponsible ."
Ashmore concluded by stating
that only through private gifts to
the college could work-study
students expect any relief this
year.
Ashmore continued,. "I'm not
very optimistic about the
possibility of receiving more
federal aid this year. The trend 01
the government in this area is
downward. Wehad a period a few
years ago ofincreasing grants, but
most colleges arereceiving less.
Those that are not include
institutions where the average
economic need has been rated
high by the govemmen t.
Last year I anticipated that
fmancial aid emphasia by the
government would he on the
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Pruittand Company Go
On NEe Showcase Trip
D.nni. .. Pruitt and seven ASC
students involved in student
activities programming attended
the National Entertainment
Convention (NEC) held in
Washington, D.C., from
February g through February
II.
ASC delegates to the
convention,which included Beth
Fogarty, Pit Talley, Mike Cole,
lIary Ann Mallory, Ian Kirkley,
Terry Anderson, and Chris Lee,
\VOreable to meet with student
and professional organization
planners from around the
Country.These professionals have
expertise in one or more of
thirteen general areas, such as
VTN, travel, film, and dance.
The convention was
structured into three basic parts.
First, exhibitors from around
the country set up booths and
provided literature and
infonnation for the delegates.
Exhibitorsare often major talent
agenciesor personal managers of
different acts. Delegates were
given the chance to view what
"as available over all for student
activitiestoday.
After the delegates met with
exhibitors, they were given the
opportunity to view various
Showcases. A showcase is
anything from a band (of which
there are thirty to choose from)
to new film releases or VTN
programs. The showcase
performs for twenty minutes
and gives the deiegates an idea of
whether or not it is a qualiry act.
The delegate can also decide
whether the act is suitable for
local tastes.
The delegates were then
invited to attend a series of
:educational sessions or seminars.
156 in total. The student
programmers could talk to
professionals and learn the tricks
of the trade and new innovations
in student ac t i v i t ie s
programming. This way, student
delegates are brought up to date
on the various changes occurring
in their areasof interest.
One of the advantages of
attending the NEe is "block
booking." Various acts promise
to contract in one region at a
time, therefore saving the buyers
some money. ASC, which is in
Region 2, saves money when an
act such as Edmonds and Curley
performs in one region at a time
because the act does not have to
spend so much money on travel
expenses.
The following are the areas
that each delegate was assigned
to look into; Pat Talley -
general overview of the
convention and VTN; MikeCole
- technical aspects of staging
activities; Beth Fogarty -
student unions; Mary Ann
Mallory - films and speakers;
Ian Kirkley - lectures; Terry
Anderson and Chris Lee -
dancesand concerts. Dennis Pruitt elaborates on NECtrip to Weshington, D.C.
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Committee submitted questions equipment purchases made this officers of the SGA are in Wash-
to the inkweU, mainly concern- year. Both the editor and the ington at the NEC National
ing the expenditure of funds. business manager will be back Convention, Pat Talley decided
Tom Puckett responded in writ- Thursday at 12:30 p.m. in the to cancel this weeks senate meet-
ing and David Lubs appeared SGA conference room to answer ing.
in person to answer any further further que~ions. In the areaofannouncements, .
questions. Mr. Lubs described Pre-registration and BlackAware·
the procedure by which money ness Week contin ue through Fri.dverti A new Senate Rules Commit-was collected from a vertisers, day. The SGA will sponsor 2
F C itt tee was fanned last week andSome of the inance omrru ee movies this weekend, both indisturbed met Monday to discuss severalmembers were istu over the MCC at 8:00 p.m. and both
I k f d k recommendationsconcerning thethe apparent ac 0 re~or eep-. free to students with an m.
ing concerning receipts from ad- problems that have plagued the
vertising. The Other main area smooth functioning of the Sen- Friday: Le Boucher and Sunday:
of questioning involved several ate. Since half of the executive Lady Sings The Blues.
The Senate met last Monday
and reviewed several committee
reports. A motion was made
that the Senate adopt a resolu-
tion criticizing the Administra-
tion's choice of McDowell for
an internship. Several Senators
raised opposition to the motion
on the grounds that there was
not sufficient information pres-
ently available on the subject.
The motion was tabled.
The Finance Committee met
last week and continued to look
into the Inkwell account. The
MUSIC DEPARTMENT
Thursday. February 27
s: 00 p.m, - Univemty of
Georgia Baroque String
Ensemble. Fine Arts
Subscription Series (Admission:
Free to M£ students) Memorial
Collese Center.
Monday, March 10 - S:OO
p.m. - Armstrong Stage Band.
Stephen P. Brandon. Director.
Guest Artist: Clark Terry,
Trumpet. Memorial Co1!ege
Center. Admission free.
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
As a service to the college
community the speech
correction program is offering
free hearing screening to the
Armstrong State College faculty.
staff, students, and their
immediate families. The
audiometric analysis takes
approximately five (5) minutes
and determines if a more
comprehensive evaluation should
ensue.
This service is available
Monday through Friday by
appointment only.
Appointments may be made by
calling the Education
Department (Exts. 300. 301,
302. or 303).
Kappa Delta Pi: An Honor
Society in Education recently
installed an institutional chapter
on the ASC campus. The new
chapter, Nu Zeta, was installed
on November 9. 1974 with Dr.
A. Keith Turkett, Kappa Delta
Pi National President officialing.
The initiation team. composed
of Dr. Henry Ashmore, Dr. H.
Dean Propst. Mr. Parker Davis,
Dr. William Stokes, and Dr.
Gerald Lentini. aaslsted Dr.
Turkett in the initiation of 26
Armstrong graduate and
.un de rgraduate students. New
members of Nu Zeta Chapter of
Kappa Delta Pi include: Myra
Allen, Margaret Boozer, Beverly
Bryant, Virginia Douglass. Joan
Epstein. Brenda Hagan, Esther
Hamilton, Joyce Havens. Carol
Hunsberger. Jo Kramer. Kay
Lane, Katherine Lee, Nancy
McCorkle, Jimmie McGraw,
Dorothy Overstreet, Eleanor
PUrvis. Jeiiiilier Pearson. Dahlia
Kahn. ~ Shuman. Mary Speir.
Jane Tyler. Marianna Whalley •
and Annette Wdklns. Faculty
members installed to
membership .... re: Nancy Bland,
Madeline Boney. and Phil Cook.
StUdents are elected to
membership in the society after
attaining .junior class standing
and a sufficient grade point
average to demonstrate
scholastic standing in the upper
iIfthof tbeir cl....
Officers for the 1974-75 year
are: Nancy McCorkle. President;
Phil Cook, Vice· President;
Dorothy Overstreet, Secretary;
Mary Speir, Treasurer; Ann
Shuman, Historian - ReDorter;
Gerald Lentini, Consellor;
Madeline Boney. Co-Ccnsellor.
GEORGIA REGIONAL
HOSPITAL AT SAVANNAH
IT'S ALL HEARTS .
AND FLOWERS
We are fast approaching the
time for hearts and flowers and
we'd like your help in
celebrating Valentines Day.
We have already scheduled
two parties' for the mentally
retarded children so we are
primarily interested in parties
for the emotionally disturbed
children and adolescents and for
the adult units. "Make
Valentines" parties are always
enjoyed by the patients as well
as just Valentine refreshments.
If you are interested in
sponsoring a Valenline Party at
the hospital give us a call at
356-2103.
CRIMINAL JUSTICE
DEPARTMENT
The Department of Criminal
Justice integrates practical ex->
perience into the academic prep,,:
ration of students whenever POSSI-
ble.
On February 6. 1975. 25
criminal justice students toured
the Federal Penitentiary in
Atlanta. Ga. The students were
briefed on the facilities and
functions of the U.S. Bureau of
Prisons, and obtained insight
into prison life during a
two-hour tour of this
maximum-security institution.
PSYCHOLOGY DEPT.
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
Georgia Psychological
Association, Division A, Third
Armual Mid-Winter Conference ..
February 13-14. 1975.
Columbus College, Columbus.
Georgia.
February 13. 1975 -
Elizabeth Bradley Turner Center
for Continuing Education,
Room 101.
Students attending from ASC
are:
Will Darsey. David Kohler.
Tex Curtis. Carol Alden. Bobby
Lamb. Kathy Kirkley. Jan
Kirkley.
This conference will include
. students and faculty from both
private and state schools in
Georgia.
DEPARTMENT OF
CHEMISTRY & PHYSICS
GEOLOGY TO BE
OFFERED SPRING QUAR'ffiR
Geology 301 (S'{)'5) is being
offered Spring Quarter at fourth
period. This course is designed
for the nonscience m;:gor in that
it will not be mathematically
oriented. Science majors are not
discouraged from using this
cou rse as an elective. The
prerequisite to geology is to have
ten hours of laboratory sequence
completed.
"Enelgy Crisis,"
"environmental protection,"
"dwindling natural resources" -
these .everyday phases of our
decade reflect the increasing
reliance of society upon the
contributions of scientists. With
the general public. contributions
of scien tists are frequently
accepted with misgivings. or
certainly with distrust. after
they have been exposed to the
latest technological legacy. As a
typical example, consider the
introduction of the gasoline
consuming interal combustion
engine to our modem day
society.. . .
Man either alters his geologIC
environment, jemains ignorant
of the alterations, or accepts
them as fate. Since many
problems can't be avoided or
reaolved , an enlighten~nt
procedure (such as. studymg
geology) is appropriate for all
people. especially t~e
nonscientist. Man~s behmor
toward his Earth is truly a
paradox. He destro~s and
despoils with abandon his only
source of natural resources. FOI
what porpose would we solve
the energy crisis if in the solvin!
we consume the Earth?
IFe
The Feb. 5th meeting of the
IFC was held In room 213 of the
MCC. The .... ek of April 7th
through the II th has been set ..
the tenatlve date for Greek Week
Activities. Plans are now being
made and will be announced at a
later date.
The I FC established a
Community Campus Service
Committee to aid In any campus
or commUIiity service projects.
ThIs service make available the
entire Greek aystem (Frats.) to
any community_ ~o receive
assistance from this organization
simply contact Dennis Pruitt or
any lFC delegate.
ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
Our own Dr. Jones in the
English Department has had his
book Adam's Dream: MvthIc
Inkwell Staff
. . . . Tom Pud<ett
Editor-In-chief . . . . . . . . • . . • . . David Lobs
Business ManaIlO1" ••••• - • ~ F~~r ;. 'Otis Hayward
.News Edi~ors ........•....• . . . . • Jerry PerImon
Photo Editor ..... Carol Dixon
Fea~ Edi~or . . • . • . : : : : Charles Deooard
Editorial Editor • • . . • Ronny George
Sports Editor •...•• .. . • • Jo Banner
ilditorial Cartoonist . • • • . . . . . '~ed W~
Editor ofthe J!izarrerie ., .- . : :. : .-:-:-:' PJ_
Circulation Editor .•..•... - •. : : .•.... Carolyn Applepte
Weener cartoonist •.••••••• - •
Staff Writers .•...•.....•... Michelle Kilbourne. IIed<y Camp.
Don Braffit, Carl Elmore. John Gillespie. Ray Petso.... Bob
. T:tum, JohnO _~~ApriI Patc::...~ andAlice Jmiel
Typist . • • • • • . . . . • . . . Jim Majon
Advisor .
Ramblings this week. takes you OD • f..... w.y trip to • lu'
where sucb strange thiDgs as CJA ,eUlng blocked oat In'
editors runaiDg for cever are &becommonplace. Bat aU eodI
well. CJA and TK saved the day.
.Diana wishes to thank DaD BralfU lor &begreat work be'. done
this year. HIs copy Is always ODtime -" not early -.nd never
needs a rewrite. So to several UD8DDgheroes - many thaall. In'
mucb appreciatioD. .
Consciousness in Keats· and
Yates published. The book is
being advertised by The
University of Georgia Press who.
is also the publisher. The book is
$9.50 aDd there will be several
copies in the ASC library.
Congratulations Dr. Jones.
VALENTINE'S DAY
. "Dust and Ashes, folk duo,
will perform this Friday evening,
February 14. from 7:30 p.m. til
whenever, in the MCC. The ..
talented young guitarist/singers
hail from Nashville. Tennessee.
and present a variety of
entertaining. and serious songs.
Admission is $ 2.00; tickets from
the Student Activities Office.
Jack Gilmore's, or at the door.
After the concert. United
CANADA'S LARGEST SERVICE
$2.75"..._
Send now for latest catalog. En
close $2.00 to cover return post
age. '
ESSAY SERVICES
57 Spadina Ave., Suite #208
Toronto. Ontario. Cunada
(4161366·664"
Our research service is sold
for research assistance only.
Christians on Campus will be
led by the two In a "Social
Action Retreat." late Friday
through Sunday morning at St.
John's Center, Isle of Hope ..
CORRECTION!
.Music Fans. Sports Loven,
and the Like ....
No. Haydn did not write the
"Water Music Suite," u was
erroneously reported in last
week's article on the Savannah
Symphony. Handel was the
composer - you know,
HANDEL. of "Messiah" fame.
Well, now you know. The critic
will attempt to read the program
notes next time Hound. Even
Marshall Reed must read the
program notes ...
-
~I"ST
FEDERAL
SAVINGS
All~.... n & Malnl~!
.******************************************~* *! ALLSTAFF MEETING i
* ** *: There willbe an INKWELL meeting :
* *: VVednesday. :
* *: at 2:30p.m. :
* *: All staff members are required to :* attend. If unable ta attend please *
: make an appointment with meta :! discuss deadlines TOM PUCKETI i
~******************************************~
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Priorities Set For BlockGrant Program
by Otis Haywonl
A hearing was held, Tuesday,
Februuy 5, at the CivicCenter
to givecitizecs affected by the
Savannah Com.munity
Development Block Grant
Programa chance to voice their
opinions, as they have at the
other public hearings, on the
leOtstive priorities set by the
mayor and aldermen for the first
three-year allocation of about
$20.7million.
During each of the .other
public hearings, citizens were
askedto provide infonnation on
sod comment upon those areas
of concem as perceived by the
general pubiic. Those in
attendance voted upon the areas
sod priorities which they felt
should be addressed in the
Community Development
Program. The results are the
following priorities in
descendingorder.
a pproved as presented along a housing unit. To correct the
with the amount of funds deficiencies in these services, the
allocated to each priority. neighborhoods with the most
Those neighborhoods with serious su b-standard housing
the most serious substandard problems will cost $690,000.
housmg problems contain 45 Another $5 I 0,000 is needed to
miles of unpaved streets. A assist in making land ready for
program to pave these streets construction of subsidized
was proposed. In fact, the largest housing units for low and
item in the $7.1 million moderate tncome families,
first-year budget is a proposed To provide the capital
allocation of $2.9 million for equipment needed to deal with
street paving, sidewalk repair litter con trol in problem
and additional street signs, neighborhoods, an allocation of
$112,000 is proposed. To pay
Those neighborhoods with operating costs for a three-year
the most serious housing period, an allocation of
problems have some of the most $522,000 was proposed.
serious flooding problems. A The living environment of
three-year program to correct neighborhoods is also affected
these problems was proposed. by the availability of facilities
Deficiencies in water and and programs for recreational
sewer services -also adversely activities. To correct the
affect the living environment of deficiencies in recreational
Ad Called Bad By
FolksWhoAre Mad
Votes
Received
I~
119
113
92
73
59
59
42
31
9
7
5
5
Problem
Housing
Crime
SociaiServices
StreetImprovements
DrainaS"Control
Water& Sewer
Recreation
DogControl
Utter Control
FireHazards
LandU",
StreetSigns
Unemployment
etc .
It should be pointed out that
the results of the citizen survey
substantially parallel the flnding
of the Responsive Public Service
Program study and the
allocation of resources lIS
proposed by city. It should also
be pointed out that with the
.exception of the social services
funding, the priorities are
exactly the same as those
presented in the very first public
hearing.
Even though dog control has
a higher priority than litter, and
dogs overtuming garbaS" cans
contribute to the litter problem,
there were no funds allocated
for dog control and $634,000
allocated litter control.
Several of the speakers at the
meeting felt the City Council has
not placed the proper emphasis
on the city's housing problem in
the present funding proposals
for the Community
Development Program. This was
noted in that no funds were
allocated for housing
improvements even though there
aremore than 9,189 substsndard
housing units in the city. The
City Council did, in effect,
allocate $99,000 for an
accel~rated housing code
enforcement and $50,000 in
funds to develop a housing
improvement plan.
At press time, the City
Council has not voted 011
priorities, but from all
indications they will be
. It was reported that a series
of small scale protests was
launched againstWSGA/WZAT's
advertising department on
Saturday, February I, because
of a certain advertisement
carried on the air.
The advertisement, "This
kid's looking for a ride and she
doesn't care where she's going or
who she's going with, just so it's
a male. They call her Teenage
Tramp. There's very little she
hasn't done or wouldn't try.
She's too young to know better
but old enough to know how.
She rides man to man, shot to
shame, tawdry thrills to backseat
sensations. She's a tramp looking
for more than a ride, so don't
pass her upl, also goes on to
advertise two additional movies,
Swamp Tramp and Shanty
Tramp.
Representatives from various
ASC sororities had some
comment on the subject,
notably Susan Purvis of Alpha
Gamma Delta, who remarked
"This form of advertising is
degrading to, women and could
possibly have an adverse effect
on potential rapists:' Women's
conscience groups-~uildtJie
area are protesting the ad on the
basis that it encourages rape on
the roadways. Ms. Sandy Mitzel,
president of the National
Organization for Women,
(NOW), is actively involved in
the protest. She feels that "the
ad is typical of the way society
views women, either as a virgin
or a slut." Dr. Clark
Worthington of ASC's
Psychology Department
(Continued on Page 12)
$500,000 per year was
proposed. These funds are
expected to senerate $1,339,000
arinually in other Federal Funds,
An appropriation of
$400,000 annually was proposed
to cover the cost of
administering the Community
Development Program.
The ci t y has two urban
renewal projects which are not
yet completed. Federal
allocations for these projects are
not adequate to cover
anticipated cost. To provide the
additional funds needed,
$2,000,000 was proposed from
Community Development Block
Grant Funds.
These are the priorities and
amounts of funds set aside to
operate and carry out the
projects. It is hoped the
Community will now watch
carefully to see that they are
fulfill,.tf*****************************.* ** *# We gioe yOUT lunch period #
* *# back to you .. . #
* ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** *I ".:€fl:A I
* ** ** ** ** *# One Chicken Salad #
* *# #* or ** ** *: OneChick·N·Q :
* ** *: Sandwich :
* ** *! FREE !
: ** ***' ,#--------------------*:1 1**1 1**1This coupon entitles bearer to One CHICKEN I:* 1 SALAD or one CHICK-N-O Sandwich FREE with 1*# the purchase of any Chick-FiI-A Box. Limit one I** 1 per person.. Good only at CHICK-FIL-A at 1** I Oglethorpe Mall. 1:
*1 1*
: 1 Offer Expires February 28 1:*1 1**1 *:--------------------** *-*****************************
facilities an appropriation cL
$ 8 00,000 is proposed to
construct four new swimming
pools and a recreation center, to
upgrade twenty-three
playgrounds, and to make other
recreational improvements.
A number of social service
programs have been provided
through the Model Cities
Program that can be of direct
benefit to the people living in
those neighborhoods in whieh
housing and improvement
projects will be carried out
under the Community
Development Program. To the
extent possible, these programs
should he continued. Most of
these programs are eligible for
other Federal Grants - there-
fore, funds from the Community
Development grant are to be
appropriated to provide the local
matching share for these Federal
.., • .." r
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Just Fadin' Away
by Tom Puckett. Edltor-In-eblel
This will probably be my last editorial as editor of th~ InkwelJ. I
have applied for a transfer to the ,,:hool of journalism at ~e
University of Georgia. I have been tentatively accepted for the spnng
arter Here are my reasons as I feel I owe you that much.
qu Iam a second quarter Junior. I am tired of school. I want to ~t
out and soon. I have been going to school for four years now and It s
beginning to feel like forty.
I don't really feel like working for a newspaper the fest of my
life. I would like to go into radio news. We really don t have the
facilities here for any sort of journalism course offenngs.. .
If I go to Georgia, it must be now ', I have certain mllJor
requirements to meet, not the least of whi~h 15 fo~ ho~rs, plus
fifteen lower division courses. I really don t feel like ~g four
courses per quarter, although I have heard of some masochists who
have taken more. ,
I have grown very attachedto the Inkwell. I really can t say that
it was anything more than an experiment in a new sort of school
newspaper. It was my attempt to offer something for everybody. I
think it worked. '.
I have met some really nice people and established some lasting
relationships. I have learned the wott~ of some people and have"
others to be priceless. I have learned that some people can make a
management position a nightmare while others will help by doing
their fair share. I have learned the worth of bitchin' and found that
some people really liked the paper.
In going off to school I realize that the paper will probably not be
the same, especially if Pat isn't the editor. However.one thing should
be made quite clear. When I took this job I knew that someday I
would leave the paper and it would cease to be an expression of my
own temperament. I expect the next editor to change the entire
paper, but I can. not accept the idea that my replacement will not
put the time and soul into the paper necessary to make it work. I
could not accept an editor, no matter how qualified , that didn't
believe in the InkwelJ as something more than a weekly rag sheet fOJ
ASC studen ts,
To the staff and friends of the Inkwell I extend the folJowin!
farewell and verse:
"I don't know half of yoo half as well as I should like; and I lfke
less than half of you half as well as you deserve."
The Road goes ever on and on
Down from the door where it began.
, Now far ahead the Road has gone,
And I must follow, ifl can,
Pursuing with eager feet,
Until it joins some larger way
Where many paths and errands meet.
And wither then? I cannot say.
Thanks, Guys!
The hardest working group on campus rarely receives any
credit. .It doesn't pass any momentous decisions, though hardly
any thing would be accomplished without it. It's really not all
that hard to identify this mysterious organization.
The maintenance department, headed by Mr. Baker and Mr.
Urbantz, ,probably puts in more man-hours than any other
department on campus. Our own experience with the gentleman
has enlightened us to such ideas as overwork and dedication. Our
darkroom was essentially put into operation by the graces of Mr.
Urbantz and Mr. Baker. We'd like to rake this opportunity to
thank all of the men who work in plant operations and security
They are deserving of thanks for all of the hassels they have had
to deal with this year.
Need a refresher as to just what they've done? Well we can
only come up with: Christmas trees and lights soccer goala
electrical. wiring for tbe 1DkweII, a hot water hea~r, open d~
late at mght. a WT of plumbing worIc for everybody, and on
don ... Thanks.
""-
~I•. -:"~~~:'.s:::::;;~'lI!_"_ ..
Abortion Kills
bY E. Michelle Kilbourne
Life is precious, or at least it
should be precious. The recent
repealing of abortion laws in the
United States bas shaken this
'concept, though. Previously the
laws stated that abortion was a
crime except in the case of
endangering the mother's life. It
was not stated whether the
danger was to be physical,
mental, or economic. The
vagueness of these laws
eventually resulted in the 1973
Su preme Court decision that
abortions on demand can legally
be performed with certain
requirements. The woman must
be in the first three months of
pregnancy and in some states
there are residency
requirements. It is my belief that
this decision denies the right of
life and takes on the supreme
responsibility of man's fate.
Science has shown that the
fetus is human life and if we
take innocent life at its
inception because it is judged to
be for the good of others, then
we are committing murder. A
woman does not know that she
is pregnant at the time ot
fertilization. The monthly
menstrual cycle starts on day
one and on an average the
menstrual period lasts for seven
days. Around the fourteenth day
of the cycle the egg is released
and with proper fertilization, the
woman become pregnant This
leaves approximately two weeks
until the next menstrual period.
The majority of the time a
woman will not look pregnant
until she is at least one week late
with her period unless she is
taking birth control methods
which regulate her cycle to
almost the exact day each time.
By the time a woman finds out
she Is pregnant the embryo is
weIJ on Its way to becoming a
fulJy developed person. One of
the fears of many asaistlng
physicians is that the fetus will
be born alive when aborted. The
tiny embryo has gender and a
heartbeat
in the earliest stages, usually
around the time the woman
finds that she is pregnan t. There
are laws stating that the living
fetus be given full treatment in
order to retain life. Does this not
empbasize the fact that the fetus
is human life? The aborting of
this fetus is killing human life
and in every state in the union
this is a crime. Many
pro-abortionists srpport their
beliefs with the Fourteenth
Amendment to the Constitution
in that the mother should not be
denied the right to life and
protection. The living fetus
should have the same equal
protection.
The re has also been the
argument that the numerous
birth control methods would
"kill" human life if the
anti-abortionist believes in using
them. The people believe that
we are being contradictory. This
is not necessarily true. Among
the numerous methods of birth
control are the various pills,
foams, condoms, diaphragms,
intrau terine devices, rhythm
methods, and even
hysterectomies and vasectomies.
These try to prevent life before
it begins; they do not prevent
life from living. Some also say
tha t we are again being
contradictory because control
methods also intervene with
man's fate. If one wanted to
tamper with fate in this respect
he could simply refrain from
sexual intercourse. It's foolish in
our over-populating world not to
use some method in control. If
we become to over'populated we
may not have the facilities to
survive at all.
It is thought that
anti~abortionists prefer
poot-natal forms of population
contro/such as war, famine, and
plagues. Plagues and famine lie
most often not of man's doin&
and therefore he bas no ssy in
the matter except to correct it.
Usually the only men who do
not want to live are those with
mental disorders. Population can
be controlled through
fertilization control, not war!
One can be anti-abortion and
anti-war just as well as I could
foolishly mimic those who have
sold we believe in post·naw
forms of death with the
statement that one could be
pro-abortion and pro-war.
Since it is evident that the
abortion laws are chlrlging to a
more liberal stand and the
anti-abortionists are barely being
heard, then perhaps a
compromlae would be in order.
Instead of the woman and her
physician taking the lOW
responsibility of the child's life
there should be some
requirements other than the
aforementioned. Any or all of
the following would be RIO'"
just requirements for abortion
than simple demand: pregnancy
from rape or incest; pregnancy
with physical lIInesses such as
the German measles or the
mother's life itself if she is
indispensable to the family; and
pregnancy of the underaged. All
of these could be decided upon
by due process of law.
Religion is supposedly one of
the weakest supporting factors
of anti-abortionists except to the
anti-abortionist who supports
with his faith. The majority of
Americans are Christians and
God specifically prohibits
mu r d er in the seventh
commandment. It is easy to see
the, religious pro-abortionists'
contradictions. It is God who
should be in judgement of life,
not man. Murder is a crime in
God's eyes as well as it is a crime
in our laws. Abortioo is murder.
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Inkwell Insight: Ines Vitalin
by Michelle Killbourne
My name'is Ines Vida1in. I'm
from Nevers, which is one
hundred miles south of Paris.
I've come over to learn how to
speak English for my bilingual
secretarial job and to travel.
Everybody wants to be a
secretary and now the jobs are
full so you have to speak one or
two languagesso that you'll find
a good job. I live with Mr. and
Mn. Tallman here and babysit
the children sometimes. I teach
French to some private students
and in Child's School. It's a new
open classroom school in
Forsyth Park and there are fifty
children. I also sell newspapers
for tbe SavannahPress.
Inkwell: Is the reason that
you must learn one or two
languages due to the large
amount of foreign tourism and
commerce in France?
lnes: In France fifty percent
of the businesses and big firms
are Franco-American. The
United States managed a lot of
them and we do a lot of
commercewith Spain, It31y, and
Portugal so it's good to leam to
speak Spanish, I talian, or
Portugese.
Inkwell: How long have you
been in the US and what have
you seen?
Ines: I've been here since July
21st and I'm going to stay here
until September after traveling
around. I've been in Montana
and in all the bottom states,
North Carolina, Sou th Carolina,
Virginia,·Florids...
Inkwell: Compare France to
Americaby whst you have seen.
Ines: Everything in America
is five times bigger than in
France - the towns, the squares,
the cars, the roads, the people -
everythingis bigger.
Inkwell: What about the
educational systems?
Ines: In .France the
educational systems are stricter
than here. To be a member of
tbe university you have to pass
your Bacculareate and there are
a lot of different exams because
many of the students go into the
university and do nothing. After
three years if you are still in the
university because you are very
good and you want to study
then you can continue. We study
thirteen years in primary school
and after that it is your choice.
Medicine is ten years; science is
something like five years and
languageis three years. You have
more choice than we do. I mean
that in one college you have a
lot of choice and in France there
are specialized schools. In my
town we don't have a college.
We only have colleges in the big
towns like Paris, Oennont·Ferr·
and, Lyon,and Dijon. When you
live in the center of France you
10 to school in Paris, if you ..live .
in the south you lIP to DiJon.
You don't find a coIle., in an
the towns.
Inkwell: Are the methods of
teaching different? .
Ines: I don't think so, no. I
think because it's in the big
towns you have really big
amphitheatres with one
thousand students listening to
one teacher. That's bigger
because we have velY few
faculty.
Inkwell: What is the reaction
of Americans to you'?
Ines: My problem is that I
don't know how to react with
American people and they don't
know how to react to me. They
meet me and like to speak with
. me only because I am foreign
That's not interesting, that's just
funny to meet somebody who is
not like everybody. It's not for
the interesting aspects or
discussion but because I'm
French and that can be fun to
them. I think the people are
afraid because you are foreign
and they don't know what to
do, they don't know how I'm
going to react. I don't think they
try. The relationship is
superficial more than deep.
Inkwell: Is this the reaction
of everyone you have met'!
Ines: I have met some people
who are deeper and very helpful
but the m.qority are superficial
an d no t trying to learn
something about somebodyelse.
I would be happy if someone
would teach me about the U.S.
but the conversations stop at a
certain level.
Inkwell: What do they discuss
at this level?
Ines: I don't know - have
you been to this movie, what is
your schedule, do you like
America... .
Inkwell: How does this differ
from how you would react to a
foreigner in your own country'?
Ines: I guess French people
have more feeling. I'm not
saying American people have no
feeling but I think we are more
open. If a foreigner comes over
we are glad to learn what he has
to teach us about his country.
We are not afraid of speaking.
Inkwell: Could it be that you
have a higher maturity level than
they? . . .
Ines: I don't know If It 15
maturation or not but there is a
fence between deep discussion
and superficiai discussion. I
don't know how to react so I
don't know if I must stop at
their discussion level. Everyone
seems to avoid deep discussion. I
think that they may fmd
something they don't want to
~ow because I am French or
something, I don't know what
they think. Perhaps they are
afraid to learn something ~ey
don't want to leam or something
they don't want to discover so
they stop at a certain level of
friendship. They tell themselves
that "if the _ goes too far or
speaks too much, we can be
disappointed. n I would Iike to
discuss further hut they don't
want that. America offers them
so many things and they want to
rush everywhere; they want to
ca tch everything. They just
don't stop and take the time to
watch the people and look at
their reactions. They don't take
the time to know the person.
They just pass them like a car on
the street and they say this car is
red, this car is a Chevrolet, that's
a foreign car and that is all they
will say. They will not ~ to
learn what is inside.
Inkwell: Is France liberal or
conservative'!
Ines: In France we are more
conservative. Until you finish
your studies you live with your
parents. Here you are sixteen
and you can get your car, a job
. .• When we study, we study
and we don't get a job like that
unless it's a little job for pocket
money. Here I think it's because
Americans live by themselves
sooner than we do and they
react more like adults. At a
certain age you smoke or take .
marijuana, or make it in the
sexual way. In France -they
smoke drugs about eighteen or
nineteen and not as much as
they do here. You don't see
people who take drugs really
often. They hide themselves. .1
think in America the cause IS
that the parents give the c~d "!i
the responsibility and I think It
makes them rush and make
mistakes like everybody. They
own a lot of things that they
want and they don't need
anything else so they drug
themselves because they have
nothing else to discover. They
hope that in the drugs they will
find another world. .
Inkwell: Do you find that
America is too materialistic?
Ines: . In France, when you
speak of America, you imllll?'e
materialistic things, washing
machines, everything modem,
mechanic plates. I think here
you can find all that you want
materialistically. With that
materialistic thing that they
want they miss the morality
inside and they try to get it by
the drug or something like that
because they are unbalanced.
The parents seem to accept
every idea. They are less
authoritarian.
I know I am making a
generalization of people of the
United States ... When I will
have more experience, then
perhaps I will not say all peop~e
are like that ... But I don t
know ...
Inkwell: Getting into, that
materialistic world, are the
clothes that you wear and the
musicyou listen to the same'!
Ines: Now everybody is in
jeans. The music is imported
from America or England. We
don't have a lot of bands except
maybe some folk singers,
Burger King or Pizza Hut and
.you will be sure to meet your
father .. , in France it is more
personal, more- intimate. We
listen to music or go to the
Cultural house. It is a big house
Iike your fraternity house where
there is theater, music, movies
and you meet people. On
Satutday everybody goes to the
nightclubs. There are mote
n ightclubs in France. On
Sunday, there are motorcycle
races, car. races and horse races.
There are some car-ra1Iies for
young people. About one
hundred young people with their
cars start, and you have to make
around three' hundred miles in
the dsy. EVety fifty miles you
have to stop and someone asks
you some questions or asks you
to cook something. The tearn
with the most points win
something. There are a lot of
sports too: golf, tennis,
horse back-rfdjng, rugby and
soccer.
Inkwell: What will' you do
when you leave here'?
Ines: After I study here I,
think I'm going to live in Spain
Inkwell: What do French for one year because my sister
young people do in their spare lives in Spain and she offers me
time? to live with her. That could help
Ines: We have a lot of cafes me to find a job better and more
all cver the place. In a town like interesling than a secretary,
Savannah you would fmd two Jjying in another country will
hundred cafes. When you want help me to accept everybodys
to be by yourself, to be with ideas and characters.
somebody, or to be away from Inkwell: What is the most
everybody, to be quiet or to important thing in your life?
discuss, you go into a little cafe Ines: The most important
and you will be sure that you thing in my life Is. I think: to
won't fall on somebody you meet people, discuss, have a lot
don't want to see. Here in of close friends and feel that
America, if you want to be by today or tomorrow, they will
'yourself, to go out, to take perhaps need you or they will
something to drink, you go into . help you if you need something.
* Next Week: *
Interview With Dave Mason
i sps •
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Rocky is written in an aura of
humor. All names are fictional. Any
references 10 living persons is purely
coincidental.
Dear Rocky, .
I used to meet this great looking French chick
every day between my Political Science classes. I
haven't seen her for two weeks. Someone toldme she
went back to Europe. How could she do this to me?
In love in Poli Sci
Dear Sci,
I assume she missed her native tongue.
Rocky
Dear Rocky, .
I missed the showing of The New York Erotic
Film Festival, but there seems to be wi~e
disagreement as to the film. Some people rave on It
while others blush when I mention it. What did I
miss?
Johnson Masters
Dear John,
A lot of raw talent.
Rocky
Dear Rocky,
I'm really into this ERA and NOW stuff. It's time
women got what" was canting to them. Viva la
revolution! It's time women's views are heard, What
about it?
Da Fish
DearDa,
Women, genenDy speaking, are generally speaking.
Rocky
Dear Rocky,
I just had to get to Carrollton last Saturday for our
game with West Georgia but I couldn't seem to make
the connections. I fmally hitched a ride on a pulp
wood train. Suddenly, on the way back from
Carrollton, we stopped in the middle of the forest for
no apparent reason. Can you venture a guess?
Goedown Moses
Dear Waydown,
He bad to let the LumbeJjack off.
Rocky
Dear Rocky,
I have hsd little success with growing plants
indoors. My girlfriend is a nature freak and says she
really feels sensuous in a room filled with plants. I've
tried everything to get my plants to prosper. Now I
hear that talking to plants helps them grow. Is this
. true?
Alan Greenspan
Dear Al,
I've cursed the crabgrass and weeds in my lawn for
yean and they seem to prosper.
Rocky
Dear Rocky,
I'm, an "economics major and that's my problem. I
can't for the life of me understand deficit spending. I
hear President Ford's new budget calls for a 552
bOOon deficit. If the U.S. government were ron like a
bUsiness, we'd have a fire. Thursday. What do you
have to say?
Uoyd Bentson
Dear Uoyd,
We ohouldn't job about President Ford, after oil,
M elected him.
/ by Garry Trudeau
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The Typewriter Abuse Hour
,
VTN
LENNY BRUCE
40 Minutes
And
LOGGINS AND MESSINA
48 Minutes
I
VERSE OFTHE MONTH
The verse of the month is a
weekly entry contest in which
you can enter your favorite
verse, poem, or song.All you do
to enter is send your entry to
the InkweO or drop it in the bo
. outside the door, upstairs in th
Memorial College Center. AI
entries will be considered. M
thanks to Emmitt Rollins.
Postscripts, Angelic
become part of me.
That seat of consciouaness
that makes me self throughout
entwines you to all that I am,
in all tenses.
If! knew you
asI know myself,
Iwould not know you ... at all.
It is thia everchanging
characteristic
That makes life .0 complicating
and yet so fascinating.
(Whocan ,gage normality?
It i. as multi-faceted as life
itself.)
And it is this diversity
that breeds contemplation
of my emotions, wrought
tempest (by you).
by T .K.Wallace
Upon two previous occasion i
have alledgedly abused this
machine to portray facts of life
and strife. On this occasion r
would like to perpetrate a
recollection to the point of
peaceful co-existence.
AJ a young lad of nineteen.i
could be found traveling the
HI-way. and Bi-ways of this
country by municipal use of
thumb. One sunny January 2 .l
happened to be walking up an
overpass in southern Missouri
after being let off by a farmer
with National Soy Bean Festival
stickers girding both sides of his
truck windshield. The overpass
in front of me was alljoined by
an 'on' ramp on my side and
Selfsame consciousness
leaves me smOing,at end
(Not to agree with Uebnitz ••.
it's just that smOingbests naugh
melancholy.)
knowing you will lead me
towards worlds I have dreamed
of.
While wondering if yours will be
the fmal direction
or yet another'. (or more?).
I'll be there, Om, I am.
Without hope,
man ceases to exist ..•
,,-:::
1
coming up that ramp was a new
Chrysler.
Now, as this car stopped in
front of mej fixed my amazed
gaze on what appeared to be an
exact replica of an old cartoon
c h aracture of Edward G.
Robinson as little Caesar (the
character being a fish with
thick lips, a bowler hat, and a
cigar). As"i came from this
memory the driver said, " ... if
you want a fifteen mile ride -
jump in."
Having anpther three-hundred
miles to go,..f.said, "Sure thing."
and walked around the front of
fishfaces car only to notice a
chrome stallion mounted on the
hood. As I sat inside the car i
found the man fulfilled my
expectations in physical stature.
He not only looked like
Robinson, but was built like him
as well. Being the
conversationalist 1 am, J said,
"That's a real fine horse you got
there." ,
Being the conversationalist he
was, he said, "Well, yeah, that
sure is a fine steed ... yeah, I
was just out riding around and
being kind of horny and seeing
you I thought i'd pick you up,"
Now, normally,l don't reply
to this type of public statement,
but since iwas imposing on this
man's hospitality i felt j owed
the man some kind of answer.
So, "Yeah, 1 kind of thought
something like that as you had
been pawing your crotch since
the time.I sat down in your car,
bu t j really don't get off on
dudes that much, don't they
have a gay lib in Sikestown (a
nearby town)?"
"Naw, they don't have a gay
lib or nothing like that around
here, so imight have to insist.
(Hitch-hiking Rule Number
I: always carry self protection)
OR AT ls~~, III
KNOWS' OOEa•••
Being a firm believer in the
rules of cautious bitch-hikers, I
pulled my Air Force survival
knife :from its sheath, laid it on
my leg, and said, "No' you're not
going to insist. When'j got into
this car you said i could have a
ride for fifteen miles and that is
how it is going to be, o.k.? If
that's not o.k. and you do try to
insist, i11 -probably cut off your
hand"
After another twelve miles of
'silence and worried looks from.
,ole' fishface, i was re-deposited
on the Hi-way looking at the
rearend of they guy's car and
noticing that it had State
Government plates. Experiences
like that do not happen very
often, but when they do i am
usually left scattered and
speechless for about twenty
minutes.
While i was trying to re-group
i was picked up by a young kid
to whom i told my all too recent
experience. He said the same guy
had picked him up before.
Naturally inquisitive as i am, i
asked him what he had done. He
replied, .. . .. well i had the guy.
pull over to the side of the road,
empty ou t his wallet, and then i
locked him in the trunk of his
, car, drove to the ferry crossing,
and skipped into Illinois.",
About this time the kid's 'off
ramp came up and once again i
was scatt~red and speechless on
(Continued on Page 12)
Th8t'S Life
This, above all, to thine own .. If
be true;
And It must tollow, II the night
the day,
Thou canst not then be talse
to any man.
Shakes"..'.
'IuIt's Life Insunnce
A man who buys life Insurance
gives up some income when It is
least needed and most taxed, end
can elect to receive an income
when It is most needed and least
texed..
Jay Mo.. no
440 Mall Blvd.
Phone: 352·7895
MCDNY
MUTUA.L OF NEW YORK
The MUlu81 L.ife Insurance company 01 New York
Center
tie. I
Opposite top: 500.OIIO-brick Fine Arts Center. Opposite bottom
left and ript:new auditorium will seat one thousand. Tooteft: the
laqest of the new classrooms. Left:iDnovative desi ... featurea an
Interior skyliaht. Bottom: The stage Jeceinn, door is open as
workmeD nee to fInloh the facility. •
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Operation Scoot _Secret Mission inCambodia
By Richard Boyle
Washington, D.C., Jan. 20(PNS)-
In a super-secret mission
ecce-named Operation SCOOT
(Support for Cambodia Out of
Thailand) U.S. Air Force cargo
planes bave Down hundreda of
sorties to supply government
troops in Cambodia. Television
reports aired on network news
last week indicate SCOOT is
still going on and may involve
CIA operatives.
SCOOT, apparently never
au thorized by Congress, was
revealed in a letter from the
Department of Defense to two
Senators on the Armed Services
Committee, Alan Cranston
(D.-Ca.) and Harold Hughes,
since retired (D-Iowa).
The two Senators queried the
DOD after I gave them
photographs and eye-witness
accounts of USAF cargo planes
making parachu te drops of arms
and supplies to besieged
government troops at the town
of Kampot on the coast of
Cambodia.
Ka m p o t , a strategic
government outpost about 90
miles south of Phnom Penh, was
under siel!" for several months
early last year. When it appeared
the town might fall, the U.S. Air
Force conducted massive air
drops of arms and ammunition
to Lon No! government troops,
and the town, despite epidemics
of typhus and cholera, held.
The DOD admitted the
Kampot operation only after
journalists reported sighting the
airdrops. The DOD letter to the
Senators indicated that the
operation was not an isolated
exercise but part of the larger
SCOOT mission. -
I told the staffs of the two
Senators of seeing USAF
Phantom jets flying cover for the
C-130 cargo planes, which often
took heavy ground fire from
rebel anti-aircraft gunners, frring
37-mm guns and 50-cal. guns.
Although the DOD admitted to
the Senators that there might
have been Phanton
reconnaissance planes in the
area, it denied that the
Phantoms were flying cover for
the C-130 cargo planes.
A Senate staff member who
showed me the letter from the
DOD said the Senate had never
approved the ultra-secret
Operation SCOOT. It may even
violate the Case-Church Act
prohibiting U.S. combat activity
in Cambodia.
Last week. television
newsmen in Cambodia witnessed'
American C-130 cargo planes
landing ai Phnom Penh airport,
bu t they were barred from
interviewing the crews. The
newsmen reported that the cargo
planes were being Down by
American civilians from
Thailand under contract with
Willis Bird, a figure long
identified with CIA support
operations in Southeast Asia.
During the battle of Kampot,
Wendy'swould like 10 get to know
you-and we'd like you to get'to
knowthe good flavor of Wendy'SOld
FashionedHamburgers. EveryWendy'sHamburger is madeof 100%
pure beef Ihal's strictly fresh, never frozen. Eachone is cuslom made to
yourorder wilh your choiceof catsup, onion, muslard, pickle,or relish. Wendy'sHamburgersare 'never
pre-cooked,or pre-wrapped. Eachcoupon requiresseparatepurchase.
STUDENT
SPECIAL
Bring the
whole gang!
112 Mall Boulevard
(Across from Oglethorpe Mall)
U.S. Air Force pilots, deapite
denials from the DOD, face~t
heavy ground fire, and may have
been reluctant to continue the
dangerous missions without air
support to knock out the rebel
anti-aircraft guns.
There are several "civilian"
airlines, - ron and financed by
Americans, which fly troops and
supplies to Lon No! government
troops as well as USAF cargo
planes and other private
companies operafing out of
Thailand.
Many of the pilots of these
aircraft, such as South East Asia
Tranaport (SEAT) are veterans
of other airlines, such as Air
America, which flew arms and
su pplies to CIA -mercenaries
operating in Laos in the late
sixties. They have taken heavy
casualties from rebel aircraft
fire, but the exact number of
those killed or wounded has not
been revealed by the DOD, since
technically thOy are civilians.
One pilot was wounded in 1973,
J.C. "Skip" Bryant, but he was
not officially listed as a war
casualty because he is a civilian.
And last week another civilian
air crewman was wounded Dying
Lon Nol governmen t troops to
Phom Penh from Battambang
province on the Thai border.
Bryant flew similar missions
in Laos, OffICially, the DOD
admits to only one U.S. casualty
after the peace accords.
OA OPERATIVE
INCOMBAT
.Cambodian troops in Kampat
t 01 d me that the CIA was
providing a forward air control
station for the cargo planes and
fighters Dying the air drop.
Throughout the battle rX
Kampot in March, 1974, Chuck
Bernard, officially an employee
(Continued on ..... 12)
Tartafle, The Age
Old Art of the Sting
by J.L. Banner
Featnre Writer
This week the Armstrong'
Masquers will present the 17th
century comedy ofwits,Tartuff ..
written by the French playwright
Moliere. It can be truly said that
Moliere, perhaps more than any
other playwright of his day, lived,
loved, and died the theatre. (He
die d afte r completing a
performance of his play, The
Misanthrope, in which he played
a hypochondriac!) Favored by
Louis XIV, his play Tartuffe,
nevertheless raised hugh storms
of opposition when it was first
presented at the grand fete at
Ve r s ailles in May, 1664.
Pressured by the Archbishop of
Paris and a secret religious group,
the Society of the Holy
Sacrement, the king banned the
play. Although the play opened
under a different title three years
later, the production was closed
by the Chief of Police. The
Archbishop threatened to
excommunicate anyone who
even read the play! Finally in
1669, the king lifted the ban and
the play enjoyed immediate
success.
Why suchan outrage? Tartuffe
is a witty and at the same lime ,
bitter look at the foibles of
Molte rets day.
The impish playwright was a
social critic who constantly
barbed doctors, lawyers,_ and
other professionals caught up in
their games. The character
Tartuffe is a religious charletan, a
pioushypocriteposing as 'the man
with the plan' in order to gain
financial support ofOrgon, a well
off, middle aged gent seeking
salvation. France's powerful
clergy were of course outraged.
Audiences, however, were.
delighted by the universal
portrait of a gullible, lost and
----------------------------------. I
Oi
FREE :
BAllBUBGEIl :
You receive I free single bam- I
burger with the purchase of two
bam~ of,any size. I
DLD.:FASBIDNED FLAVOIL FEB.;i:~'i75 I
(bec_ .. atart ~ each dIIv) requires~~~~urchase. I
---------------------------- JClip this coupon and save at
parasi tic con artist shining
through crystal clear.
The play is spoken in rhymed
couplets. Action is set in Paris
around 1660. Tartuffe, played by
Paul Savage, is not actually the
main character, however, he
completely upsets Orgon's
household: he is the mover
behind all that goes awry. Not
only does he fool Orgon and hia
mother(Nancy Pencoe), he
attempts to seduce Orgon's
wife(Bonnie Smith) and thwarts
love plans for son and daughter,
maida and men, all portrayed by
Joe Nickerson, Elizabeth Rauers,
Libby Roberts, Cathy Peterson,
Mark Newkirk and Joseph
Mydell. Nothing goes right as
they attend serioualy to their
affairs. Finally the deceiver
TartulTe is revealed and jailed.
Cedric Stratton portrays the
bailiff, and Tom Finocchiaro
plays the policeman. Bu t this is a
super-imposed happy ending.
Tartuffe never would have been
discovered and Moliere later
added this ending to quell further
uproar. If we are fooled into
thinking that Tartuffe- would
have actually been discovered,
then we are as gullible as Orgon!
After all Tartuffe has legal if not
moral sanction. Once again, the
brilliant touch of Moliere, never to
be pu t down, gives usa timeless
look at hypocrisy. In
post.Watergate days, as in the
17th century France, we may
apply Moliere'. words in a letter
to Louis XIV: 'I believe that l can
do no better than attack the vices
of my time, as hypocrisy is,
without doubt one of the most
common, the most disagreeable,
and most dangerous of these. I
thought, surely that I was
rendering not an unimportant
service to the honest people of
your kingdom!
by RonGeo ....
Sports Editor
The Armstrong State Pirates
OIrviveda determined effort by
Southern Tech to upset them by
a acore of 87-85.
Southern Tech came on the
floor determined to aveDll" an
,arlier loss to the Pirates in
Savsnnah and came within eight
seconds of it. Armstrong gnt a
lead of a couple of points but
managed to blow it repeated in
the first half. Tech then buDt up
a Iesd of six points but could
not hole on the lesd and
Armstrong fought to jump back
in front by the half 39-37.
The loss of uCrow"
Armstrong hurt the Pirates more
!ban was expected and Sou them
Tech made the most of it. Ike
William played the entire ganse
with a very sore knee which did
not show up in his scoring, Ike
had 28 points to lead all
Armstrong scorers, Sam Berry
shot 24 points. and Sonny
PoweDput in 18 points to pace a
strongA.S.C. attack. lamar Kirkley played excellent
Tech came out resdy for a consistent basketball and hod a
hot second half and proceded to personal score of 21 points,
heat up the gym. The partisan
crowd took the cue from their while Sam Berry picked up
three of those "quickie" fouls.
team and proceded to pour on ASC was behind as much
the crowd noile to a fevered as 12 points late in the first
pitch. The effect had its toD as half but rallied to close the
the Southern Tech team worked gap to 43-41 when the Braves
up s ten point lead. the biggest came alive to pour in Dine more
~ad of the night. At this point points and close the first half
the Pirates held togetber and
"fu"d to accept defeat. Ike. S4-45.
Sam, and Sonny put things Things did not gnmuch better
together and at I: 30 left in the in the second half as Sam Chns-
lame Ike William~ put in a tian pulled off a three point
basket to tie the ganse 85-85. play to put the Pirates down by
Armstrong regained possession 16 points. 69·53 with 15:40
and chose to freeze the ball to left in the game. last Sunday afternoon the
,...------....:..------------- ... soccer action pitted six tearns
that lasted all afternoon in the
second week of intramural soccer.
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Pirates Survive Scare
87·85
Fall toWest Georgia
97-86
get a crack at the last shot. Two
time outs and I: 22 left. Roger
Weber took the last shot of the
night -and scored - making it
87·85.
Sou them Tech took the ball
and promptly lost it thus giving
A.s.C. a 7-1 SAC record and a
14-3 overall record for the year.
The Armstrong State Pirates
lost a heart breaking game to the
West Georgia Braves in Carroll-
ton last Saturday, 97-86.
The Pirates. still suffering from
injuries, never led once in the
contest. Ike Williams and "Crow"
Armstrong went into the game
nursing injuries from the pre-
vious weeks. Ike poured in 26
points and grabbed 8 rebounds
"Crow" Annstrong came off the
bench and managed I 2 points
and four rebounds in a losing
effort that never warmed up.
Armstrong tied the score only
once 2-2 and from that point
never were they safe again.
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A Pirate rally occured late
in the game with the fouling
out of Sam Christian and Tim
Reynolds of West Ga. but it
was too little too late. West
Georgia preserved the victory
97·86.
SHORT TAKES
The Sac Tournament wiD be
played in the Savannah Civic
Center on the nights on Thurs.,
Feb. 19, Fri .• Feb. 20. Sat., Feb.
21. The tournament will have six
slots in it with the "'eding
decided by the records of each
team this year.
On Thu rs., Feb. 19. the
third-sixth .. eded tearns wiD
play foDowed by the first and
second seeded teams playing the
victors of Thurs. night. The rules
for this series of games are
different than our usual home
games and will be published later
in the lokwell.
********** Soccer Shots**********
FLAMES 4 -WASPS 2
McClendon and Robert laird
each had one goal while Mike
Flnnecharo had two to lead the
Flames over the Wasps.
PIKE I-PI KAPPA pm 0
Pete Brumfield scored the
only goal in the game.
STARS 6· SIGMA NU I
Sanford Cohen scored two
gnals while Adam Wong, Tom
Strickland. linn Puckett. and Ed-
win Cowart each had one to lead
the Stars on a romp over Sigma
Nu. David Bishop scored the
only goal for Sigma Nu.
STANDINGS
Won Lost Tie
2 0 0
I 0 I
I 0 I
o 0 I
o I I
o 2 0
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INTRAMURALS
The Basketball standinga as of Thurs .• Feb. 8 are as foDows:
Maroon League
Runts
Hot Dogs
Condors
Suns
Faculty
, Vets
All-stars
Bears
MEN'S BASKETB!LL
Won Lost
4 I
3 0
3 2
2 0
2 I
2 2
o 3
o 5
Gold League • • • •• • • • •
PKT 4 I
Pi Kappa Phi 4 3
Raiders 3 4
'Pike 3 3
SigmaNu 2 5
BSU 0 5
-Women's League· • • • • •••
Hot Pants 3 0
PhiMu 3 0
, U1' Sisters 2 I
BAM I 2
A1phaGarn 0 3
Dental Hyg. 0 3
The Volley Ball standinga through Thurs .• Feb. 6 are as follows:
Wasps
BSU
Old Pro.
PKT
Pi Kappa Phi
SigmaNu
Pike
MEN'S LEAGUE
Won Lost
3 0
o 3
3 0
I I
I I
I 2
I 2
WOMEN'S LEAGUE
o
1
2
2
I
Hot Pants 2
U1' Sisters I
Phi Mu I
A1phaGarn I
BAM I
Menrs Intramural Basketball
Schedule Revised
Feb. 12 Runts-All Stars
PKT·BSU
Old Pros-Pi Kappa Phi
BSU·Raiders
Condors-Hot Dogs
PKT-Sigma Nu
Old Pros-Pike
Sigma Nu-Pi Kappa Phi
Old Pros-BSU
Raiders-Pike
Suns-Hot Dogs
Faculty-Bears
Raiders-BSU
PKT-Old Pros
Faculty-All Stars
Pi Kappa Phi-Raiders
Vets-All Stars
Suns-Faculty
Raiders-Old Pros
PKT·Pi Kappa Phi
Pike-8igma Nu
Feb. 13
12:30
8.30
9.30
8:30
9.30
12:30
,5:00
12:30
7:30
8:30
9:30
12:30
8:30
9:30
12:30
4:00
5:00
12:30
7:30
8:30
9:30
Feb. 14
Feb. 16
Feb. 17
Feb. 19
Feb. 21
Feb. 23
Feb. 24
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